MAKE THE RIGHT IMPRESSION

Acrylic Architectural Hardware
ARCTIC COLLECTION

Arctic 1
1 1/2" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Sigma Mounts in Brass

Arctic 2
1 1/2" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Sigma Mounts in Stainless Steel

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
ATLANTIC COLLECTION

Atlantic 1
1" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Filigree End Caps, 3/4" Ball Finials and Hourglass Mounts in Brass

Atlantic 2
1" Tubular Round Acrylic Grip filled with Swarovski Crystals, Filigree End Caps, 3/4" Ball Finials and Hourglass Mounts in Brass

Atlantic 3
1 1/2" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Center Band, Filigree End Caps, 1" Ball Finials and Straight Round Mounts in Brass

Atlantic 4
1" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Hourglass Mounts and End Caps in Brass

Atlantic 5
1" Tubular Round Acrylic Grip filled with Swarovski Crystals, Wrap Around Hourglass Mounts and End Caps in Brass

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
CABINET COLLECTION

Cabinet 1
5/8” Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mounts in Brass

Cabinet 2
5/8” Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mount in Brass

Cabinet 3
5/8” Solid Round Chiseled Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mounts in Brass

Cabinet 4
5/8” Solid Round Chiseled Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mount in Brass

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
CLEARWATER COLLECTION

Clearwater 1
1 1/2” Solid
Rectangular Hand
Chiseled Acrylic Grip
with 2” Face, Straight
Round Mounts in
Brass

Clearwater 2
1” Solid Round Hand
Chiseled Acrylic Grip
with Wrap Around
Hourglass Mounts in
Brass

Clearwater 3
1 1/2” Solid Round Hand
Chiseled Acrylic Grip with Wrap
Around Hourglass Mounts in Brass

Clearwater 4
1 1/2” Solid Round
Hand Chiseled
Acrylic Grip with
Sigma Mounts in
Brass

Clearwater 5
1 1/2” Solid Round
Hand Chiseled
Acrylic Grip with
Sigma Mounts in
Stainless Steel

Clearwater 6
1/2” Solid Round Hand
Chiseled Acrylic Knob with
2” Face, Straight Round
Mount and Cap in Brass

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
CLEARWATER COLLECTION

Clearwater 7
1/2" Solid Square Hand Chiseled Acrylic Knob with 2" Face, Straight Round Mount and Cap in Brass

Clearwater 8
1" Solid Round Hand Chiseled Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mount in Brass

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
Granite 1
1 1/2" Solid Round
Acrylic Grip with
Wrap Around
Cleveland Mounts
in Brass

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
Pacific 1
1" Solid Round
Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Hourglass Mounts in Brass

Pacific 2
1" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mounts in Brass

Pacific 3
1" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mounts in Stainless Steel

Pacific 4
1 1/2" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Hourglass Mounts in Brass

Pacific 5
1 1/2" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mounts in Brass

Pacific 6
1 1/2" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Straight Round Mounts in Stainless Steel

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
PACIFIC COLLECTION

Pacific 7
1" Solid Round Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Hourglass Mount in Brass

Pacific 8
1" Solid Round Color Acrylic Grip with Wrap Around Hourglass Mounts in Brass

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options
Sky Collection

Sky 1
1" Solid Square
Acrylic Grip with
Wrap Around Offset
Square Mounts in
Aluminum

Sky 2
1" Solid Square
Acrylic Grip with
Wrap Around
Straight Square
Mounts in Aluminum

See specification sheets for dimensions and finish options